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Office of the Vice Provost for Instruction
A note from the Vice Provost
Dear Faculty,
One of the real benefits to the work I am invited to do at Augusta University
is that I work with a group of leaders that believe that Teaching Matters.
These four individuals, President Brooks Keel, Provost Neil MacKinnon,
EVP Yvonne Turner, and AVP Bonnie Troiano, have partnered in a way
that allowed us to support innovative teaching amidst a pandemic. You will
of course remember that last summer we were able to provide support for
our instructional faculty as we prepared for a fall term, filled with
uncertainty. This summer, we are again providing an instructional academy
that supports our transition from hybrid-heavy, back to in-person
instruction. I thank these four individuals for finding a way to yet again
celebrate the fact that at Augusta University, Teaching Matters. See the article below about our
three sessions that will launch the Monday after graduation in May and conclude six weeks later at
the end of June. It is going to be an exciting summer and I am proud to announce that the Center
for Instructional Innovation will once again be working with our instructional faculty as we continue
to support instruction that is both effective and inspiring.
Sincerely,
Zach Kelehear

Innovation Updates
I Still Know What You Did Last Summer:
SAVE THE DATE
AU faculty looking for opportunities to enhance
instructional practices this summer will delight in
knowing that there will be three instructional
development opportunities beginning on May 17.
All three programs will be facilitated by the Center for
Instructional Innovation and will run from May 17
through June 27.

Simulation Center Partners with AU
Paramedic Program for Disaster
Training
This month, the Augusta University Center of
Operational Medicine and Interdisciplinary Simulation
https://auginstruction.us.newsweaver.com/1thdod2jd7/1k2xys5iccteaxbjo0x69u?email=true&lang=en&a=11&p=5949239
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Center held the nationally recognized Advanced
Disaster Life Support (ADLS) course for AU paramedic
trainees. This course provides the critical knowledge
and experience required to care for patients involved in
a disaster. The simulation component primarily focuses
on three case studies: organophosphate poisoning,
blunt force trauma, and viral hemorrhagic fever.

Chemistry Course Redesign Published in G2C
Case Study Anthology
Gateways to Completion (G2C) was a project to study how we
teach gateway courses and to make recommendations to help
students be more successful in those courses. In the process of
studying CHEM 1211 (Principles of Chemistry I) it was
determined that while we were already following many best
practices, the large variety of sections and instructors made the
courses, and their expectations, very inconsistent from section
to section.

Greenblatt Library Honors First MCG
Women Graduates
March was Women’s History Month and a new digital
collection featuring the personal histories of the first
women graduates of the Medical College of Georgia
was added to Scholarly Commons. This collection
consists of audiotape transcriptions of interviews
conducted in 1984 by two female fourth-year MCG
students, Lynda Lee Carlisle and Claire Hicks, as part of
an independent study project.

Cross-Disciplinary Teams at Augusta
University Honored for COVID Response
When the recipients of the Augusta University Research
Institute (AURI) Awards for significant contributions to
the university’s COVID-19 response were announced
late last year, a number of faculty members from several
different colleges were recognized for volunteering their
time and efforts during the pandemic.

Faculty and Staff Updates
Dr. Quentin Davis elected as a CUR Councilor
in the Undergraduate Research Programs
Division
https://auginstruction.us.newsweaver.com/1thdod2jd7/1k2xys5iccteaxbjo0x69u?email=true&lang=en&a=11&p=5949239
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Dr. Quentin Davis, Director for CURS, has been elected as a
Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) Councilor in the
Undergraduate Research Programs Division starting July 1,
2021 and ending June 30, 2024. A passion for undergraduate
research and a want to help further the mission and work of
CUR is at the heart of a CUR volunteer, we appreciate your
willingness to share this dedication with the wider CUR
community.

IPSO Features Dr. Candace Griffith
This month, IPSO is featuring Dr. Candace Griffith, an
assistant professor in the Pamplin College’s Department
of Social Sciences. Dr. Griffith was born and raised in
Canada. After receiving her MA in Sociology from
Acadia University in Nova Scotia, Canada, Dr. Griffith
came to the U.S. to pursue a PhD in Sociology at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Then, after earning
her PhD, Dr. Griffith accepted a position as Assistant
Professor in Criminal Justice at Augusta University.

Student Updates

Career Services April Events

Academic Success Center Update

Career Services has a variety of online
sessions for April. Students can register for any
program via their Handshake account under
the events tab or by contacing Career Services
at careercenter@augusta.edu or 706-7371604.

The Academic Success Center has limited inperson tutoring options available to support
students as they prepare for their finals and
end of term projects – check our webpage for
details.

View Previous Teaching Matters Issues
Need to refer back to a recent issue of the Office of Instruction and Innovation’s Teaching Matters?
Each monthly issue of Teaching Matters has also been preserved in Scholarly Commons. A note by
the Vice Provost for Instruction, Dr. Zach Kelehear, introduces the issue each month. Table of
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Contents include information in the areas of Innovation Updates, Faculty and Staff Updates, and
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I Still Know What You Did Last Summer: SAVE THE DATE
AU faculty looking for opportunities to enhance instructional
practices this summer will delight in knowing that there will be
three instructional development opportunities beginning on May
17.
All three programs will be facilitated by the Center for Instructional
Innovation and will run from May 17 through June 27.
Eligible faculty members for these sessions include regular fulltime academic year (9 months), regular part-time, and regular
fiscal year (12 months) faculty members. (Regrettably, we are
unable to accept applications from faculty members who are in a Rehire/Retiree status because of
restrictions from retirement services). Registration priority will be given to faculty eligible to receive
payment under a summer contract.
Participation Limits: Eligible faculty may participate in up to two units this summer.
Pay Eligibility: Regular full-time academic year (9 months) and regular part-time faculty are
eligible for summer pay.
Pay: All eligible faculty members that participate in this summer training will be placed on a
summer contract to ensure compliance with the USG annual compensation allowance (i.e.,
summer income not to exceed 33 1/3% of annual salary). Each training unit will be payable
at a rate of $3,000 per session. Session completers will receive all compensation during the
month of June. However, if a participant fails to complete a course, that person will be
required to reimburse the university in July for the compensation received during the month
of June.
Faculty should note that summer compensation rates include fringes. Therefore, actual
summer pay received will be less than $3000 per session.
Registration: Opens on April 12 and closes on April 23 or until space is filled. More information
to follow.
Asynchronous, non-compensated course material will be made available to all faculty in July.
Faculty may enroll in up to two Instructional Units. Information about each of the three units is as
follows:

Unit 1: Humanizing Instruction
Descrip on

Par cipa on

Humanizing Instruc on focuses on the human side of teaching and
provides faculty with the opportunity to learn, discuss, and reﬂect on
various topics such as empathy in teaching, culturally responsive
teaching, growth mindset, and design thinking.
Par cipants will meet each Friday from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. in MS Teams
for a peer-led discussion on the week’s topic. They will prepare for
discussions by accessing reading materials, discussion ques ons, and
other media hosted in D2L. Faculty discussion will culminate in an
individual wri en reﬂec on on each topic in the D2L discussion forum.
Faculty must a end 5 of the 6 synchronous discussions to receive
comple on credit for this unit. Full comple on of the program is required
to become eligible for summer pay.

https://auginstruction.us.newsweaver.com/1thdod2jd7/119lrvvpp4beaxbjo0x69u?lang=en&a=1&p=5949239&t=1546057
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Eﬀort
Enrollment Cap

Expect to spend up to 5 hours per week on this unit.
70 par cipants

Unit 2: Multimedia and Motivation in Student Learning
Title
Descrip on

Par cipa on

Eﬀort
Enrollment Cap

Unit 2: Mul media and Mo va on in Student Learning
Mul media and Mo va on in Student Learning is grounded in cogni ve
and mo va on science and focuses on crea ng and implemen ng video
and game elements into the learning process. Par cipants who complete
this 6-week course will be able to create and implement video and game
elements into their courses.
The unit will be delivered asynchronously via D2L, and par cipants will be
expected to complete weekly ac vi es/assignments.
Unit facilitators will be available Monday thru Friday 11 a.m. -12 p.m. & 34 p.m. in MS Teams for op onal synchronous support.
Expect to spend 4 to 6 hours per week on this unit.
60 par cipants

Unit 3: Technology Enhanced Course Design & Delivery
Title
Descrip on

Par cipa on

Eﬀort
Enrollment Cap
Note

Unit 3: Technology Enhanced Course Design & Delivery
Technology Enhanced Course Design and Delivery builds upon the lessons
learned from pandemic teaching. It moves faculty from ad hoc and justin- me technology-assisted instruc on to designing and delivering
“ﬂexible mul modal” courses in a manner consistent with na onal
quality standards.
The unit will be delivered asynchronously via D2L, and par cipants will be
expected to complete weekly ac vi es/assignments.
Unit facilitators will be available for op onal virtual oﬃce hours (TBD) and
may oﬀer bi-weekly op onal synchronous sessions (TBD) to debrief
asynchronous ac vi es.
Expect to spend 4 to 6 hours per week on this unit.
70 par cipants
While faculty will have the opportunity to self-assess their proﬁciency
with campus tools and create a personal professional development plan,
technology skills will NOT be explicitly taught.
Faculty who par cipated in the summer 2020 instruc onal development
programs will have the opportunity to revisit some of the same material
but with opportuni es to apply what was learned and receive feedback.
New content will be interspersed such as group learning at a distance and
designing eﬀec ve mul media presenta ons.

For questions about eligibility or pay, contact Tammie Vickrey at tvickrey@augusta.edu.
For questions about summer instructional units, contact Stacy Kluge at skluge@augusta.edu.

This email was sent to all Augusta University faculty.
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Simulation Center Partners with AU Paramedic Program for Disaster
Training
This month, the Augusta University Center of Operational Medicine and Interdisciplinary Simulation
Center held the nationally recognized Advanced Disaster Life Support (ADLS) course for AU
paramedic trainees. This course provides the critical knowledge and experience required to care
for patients involved in a disaster. The simulation component primarily focuses on three case
studies: organophosphate poisoning, blunt force trauma, and viral hemorrhagic fever. These cases
are specifically designed to challenge learners and prepare them to treat the complex, high acuity
patients that would be expected in a disaster. Scenario content is delivered using the ISC’s
ruggedized, wireless high fidelity patient simulators which can be used in both the controlled
educational environment of the center or in the field.

This month, the Augusta University Center of Operational Medicine and Interdisciplinary Simulation
Center held the nationally recognized Advanced Disaster Life Support (ADLS) course for AU
paramedic trainees. This course provides the critical knowledge and experience required to care for
patients involved in a disaster. The simulation component primarily focuses on three case studies:
organophosphate poisoning, blunt force trauma, and viral hemorrhagic fever. These cases are
specifically designed to challenge learners and prepare them to treat the complex, high acuity
patients that would be expected in a disaster. Scenario content is delivered using the ISC’s
ruggedized, wireless high fidelity patient simulators which can be used in both the controlled
educational environment of the center or in the field.
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The Interdisciplinary Simulation Center facilitates healthcare simulation across Augusta University,
from the routine to the emergent, and now regularly works with the Center of Operational Medicine
to facilitate the simulation component of the ADLS course, both internally and at events across the
country. If your program is interested in learning how the ISC can support your healthcare simulation
needs, either within our state-of-the-art facility or in-situ, please feel free to contact us by phone at
(706)721-9945 or email SimulationCenter@augusta.edu. You can also learn more about the center
and schedule your activity online at http://www.augusta.edu/centers/isc.
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Chemistry Course Redesign Published in G2C Case Study Anthology
Gateways to Completion (G2C) was a project to study how we
teach gateway courses and to make recommendations to help
students be more successful in those courses. In the process of
studying CHEM 1211 (Principles of Chemistry I) it was determined
that while we were already following many best practices, the
large variety of sections and instructors made the courses, and
their expectations, very inconsistent from section to section. The
G2C committee recommended that the instructors write and give
common exams. This would help new instructors appropriately
target their instruction, allow students to feel the courses were
more fair and minimize instructor-shopping. This
recommendation was implemented in the Fall 2019, the first half
of Spring 2020 and in the current academic year by course instructors Bobby Barker, Cheryl Eidell
and Jose Jimenez-Lugo. Using results from Fall 19, the effect of this practice was analyzed and
reported in “Principles of Chemistry (CHEM 1211) Course Redesign at Augusta University” in
Gateways to Completion Case Study Anthology and published this spring. The study observed that
midterm withdrawal rates decreased from 30% to 11% and course success (ABC) increased from
41% to 65%. Student surveys indicated that most students liked this design. While COVID
complications have made this year’s results difficult to interpret, the success of this was sufficient to
expand the practice to CHEM 1212.
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Greenblatt Library Honors First MCG Women Graduates
March was Women’s History Month and a new digital collection
featuring the personal histories of the first women graduates of
the Medical College of Georgia was added to Scholarly
Commons. This collection consists of audiotape transcriptions of
interviews conducted in 1984 by two female fourth-year MCG
students, Lynda Lee Carlisle and Claire Hicks, as part of an
independent study project.
Carlisle and Hicks interviewed seven of the first women to
graduate from MCG with medical degrees, from the classes of 1927 to 1943. The 1930s to the
1940s were challenging times for any physician, male or female, due to the Great Depression and
lack of antibiotics. Home births was still a common practice, and most often, not in ideal sterile
surroundings. As women physicians, they faced gender biases, whether as new medical graduates
searching for a hospital to give them an internship or as private physicians from their patients.
However, eventually each woman earned the trust and loyalty of her patients and colleagues due to
her knowledge and skills as a physician.
The Early Medical College of Georgia Women Graduates collection is a rich source of historical
accounts of these groundbreaking women physicians. The audiotapes and transcriptions were given
to Greenblatt Library’s Historical Collections and Archives in 1985. The transcriptions were recently
scanned and information, such as missing names, was added to the PDF files. Each transcription
includes a brief bio of the physician with online references. The PDF files of the transcriptions are
available to view and download from Scholarly Commons.
The first woman to graduate from MCG was Dr. Loree Florence in 1926. Unfortunately, Dr. Florence
passed away in 1981 and was not part of this oral history project. However, a transcription of an
interview with Dr. Florence conducted in 1978 is available in the Scholarly Commons collection
Historical Audiotape Transcriptions.
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Cross-Disciplinary Teams at Augusta University Honored for COVID
Response
When the recipients of the Augusta University Research Institute (AURI) Awards for significant
contributions to the university’s COVID-19 response were announced late last year, a number of
faculty members from several different colleges were recognized for volunteering their time and
efforts during the pandemic.
Individuals from Augusta University’s Department of Art and Design, the Center for Instructional
Innovation, the Department of Medical Illustration, the College of Education, the College of Allied
Health Sciences and The Dental College of Georgia stepped forward and used their unique skills to
fill a significant need during this difficult time.
Whether it was developing thousands of 3D printed-nasal swabs for the entire state of Georgia or
thousands of reusable Montana Behr medical masks and 3D printed-face shields to protect
clinicians’ eyes and faces from the coronavirus, the dedication of these faculty members has not
gone unnoticed.
For more information view the full Jagwire article.
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Dr. Quentin Davis elected as a CUR Councilor in the Undergraduate
Research Programs Division
Dr. Quentin Davis, Director for CURS, has been elected as a
Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) Councilor in the
Undergraduate Research Programs Division starting July 1, 2021
and ending June 30, 2024. A passion for undergraduate research
and a want to help further the mission and work of CUR is at the
heart of a CUR volunteer, we appreciate your willingness to share
this dedication with the wider CUR community.
Congratulations and thank you for your previous and future work
in supporting and promoting high-quality mentored undergraduate
research, scholarship, and creative inquiry.
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IPSO Features Dr. Candace Griffith
This month, IPSO is featuring Dr. Candace Griffith, an assistant
professor in the Pamplin College’s Department of Social
Sciences. Dr. Griffith was born and raised in Canada. After
receiving her MA in Sociology from Acadia University in Nova
Scotia, Canada, Dr. Griffith came to the U.S. to pursue a PhD in
Sociology at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Then, after
earning her PhD, Dr. Griffith accepted a position as Assistant
Professor in Criminal Justice at Augusta University.
This profile is part of a series aimed at introducing you to some of
Augusta University’s international community members who contribute so much to our institution.
The International & Postdoctoral Services Office (IPSO) serves about 550 international employees,
students, and visiting scholars.
Q: Where are you from? Can you talk a little about where you were born and your family
history?
A: I was born in Salmon Arm, British Columbia, Canada. Most of my extended family is from British
Columbia, but I have family on both the east and west coasts of Canada. My extended family is
large. My parents had many siblings, both having 11 brothers and sisters. I have 34 first cousins and
many more second cousins. I am the third oldest child and my brother is the oldest on both sides of
our family. My family moved to Alberta a few years after I was born. My dad had a job opportunity in
law enforcement, so we all moved away from the mountains. He was later certified as a building
inspector and retired last year. My mom has worked in a produce department for the past 35 years
and is still working there today. She enjoys her job since she gets to see people she otherwise
would not. My family lives in Cold Lake, Alberta, Canada, approximately 300 kilometers northeast of
Edmonton. I have one brother who has four children and one grandson. My dad and I are planning
to utilize his RV this year and go on a few summer adventures in Alberta and Saskatchewan.
My family history is similar to many in North America; we came from other places. My paternal
grandmother was Icelandic and Scottish, my paternal grandfather was Welsh, my maternal
grandmother was Swedish and Danish, and my maternal grandfather was French-Canadian. Each
of my grandmothers would bake traditional desserts from their respective homelands to try and
connect us with our distant ancestors.
Q: What was life like for you growing up?
A: Growing up was easy and fun. The winters were cold, but as a kid I did not seem to mind this as
much as I do now as an adult. I was always involved in multiple activities from girl guides and
bowling to ice skating. I think it is a pre-requisite in Canada to learn to skate. I grew up in a middleclass household and had all of my needs met. In the summertime, we would go camping or visit
relatives in British Columbia or Manitoba. I was able to see cousins and other family and be able to
see the sights in these areas. There are some strange things when you go to look for them. For
instance, in southern Manitoba, there is a large statue of a camel named Sara. I don’t know why
there is a camel in Manitoba, but it is there.
My parents still live in the same house where I started middle school, in a small city with
approximately 10,000 people. I prefer cities over rural areas because I love the various activities
that are found within cities.
https://auginstruction.us.newsweaver.com/1thdod2jd7/1kceqetqbuheaxbjo0x69u?lang=en&a=1&p=5949239&t=1476848
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Q: How did you become interested in your field?
A: I have always been interested in policing since my dad was involved and I had an uncle who was
a member of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. My interest grew when I attended high school
and started looking through university catalogs and discovered the field of Criminology. From then, I
was plotting my rise through the academy before I knew what the academy was. I have had an
evolution in my thinking about crime and criminal behavior, starting with a fixation on cults when I
was in 8th grade, moving to serial killers later in high school. From there I discovered a world of so
many different crimes and criminals that I knew this was the subject area for me. I have since
gravitated toward right-wing extremism and anti-immigrant groups. I am still interested in policing,
but focused more on the relationship between the community and police.
Q: What brought you to the U.S.?
A: After I completed my MA in Sociology from Acadia University in Nova Scotia, I really wanted to
pursue a PhD in Canada. There are a smaller number of schools that offer a PhD in Criminology or
Sociology, so I decided to look south. I was not a fan of winter, so I was also looking for nicer
weather. I settled on applying to the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. I had been before on vacation
and I knew many of my friends would also visit. I was accepted into the Sociology PhD program and
began my studies in fall 2005.
Q: What brought you to Augusta University?
A: Before applying to then Georgia Regents University, I had never been to the U.S. south. I applied
for the job of Assistant Professor in Criminal Justice and came for an interview and really liked the
people, and the location was nice, too.
Q: Tell me about your work as an assistant professor. Why do you like your job?
A: As an assistant professor of criminal justice, I teach courses focused on criminal justice issues
such as Race, Crime, and Justice; Hate Crimes; Introduction to Criminal Justice; Criminology;
Comparative Criminal Justice; Cybercrime; and Research Methods.
I like my job because there are so many interesting subject areas to discuss, and I am privileged to
talk to students about the various issues and see them change their views and understanding about
different issues. I have a captive audience, and I see myself as planting seeds that will grow later in
the students’ lives. I hope to make small differences in the world through the students I have been
able to teach.
Q: What are some significant accomplishments in your career?
A: I enjoy conducting research and publishing the findings. I have been able to work with some
great colleagues publishing in peer-reviewed journals. I am currently working on a project with
several others on Building Safe Learning Environments through Enhanced Community-Police
Partnerships. I am also working on another project with colleagues on Immigration Policy and
Bureaucracy and how the immigration system impacts various immigration groups.
Q: What do you miss most about your home country?
A: There are several things I miss about Canada.
First, are some food items. I love Canadian chocolate bars, and so I make sure to bring back
enough to get me through a year. I also like poutine, a French-Canadian invention of French fries,
with cheese curds, covered with piping hot brown gravy. It is my go-to comfort food.
I miss my family, although with technology, it makes it much easier as I can video conference when I
need to see people and I call regularly.
I really miss universal health care. Paying large amounts of money for health care is still difficult for
me to deal with. Receiving my first medical bill confounded me. I just did not know what to do with it.
https://auginstruction.us.newsweaver.com/1thdod2jd7/1kceqetqbuheaxbjo0x69u?lang=en&a=1&p=5949239&t=1476848
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Q: What do you like most about living in the U.S.?
A: I like the ease of travel in the U.S. It is easy to get on a plane and go anywhere. Driving is also
very pleasant with the interstate system. The cost of food here is cheaper than in Canada, so I do
like that I don’t have to spend as much.
I like the variety of people and places. I love to drive and try to stop in odd places, like the Mitchell
Corn Palace in South Dakota or the Cadillac Ranch roadside attraction in Amarillo, Texas. In
Nevada I found an alien brothel on the way to Rhyolite, a ghost town. The number of national parks
has provided a challenge for me to visit as many as I can. The Grand Canyon, Death Valley,
Yellowstone, Grand Teton, Mount Rushmore, and so many more. The rich history provided by sites
for the Civil Rights Movement, Civil War, and so many others. There is no shortage of odd,
interesting, and beautiful places in the U.S.
Q: What was the most difficult part of adjusting to life in the U.S. after you first got here?
A: I had a pretty easy transition to living in the U.S. because Canada is more similar than different.
Getting my car transferred and obtaining a driver’s license was more work than I thought it would
be.
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Academic Success Center Update
The Academic Success Center has limited in-person tutoring
options available to support students as they prepare for their
finals and end of term projects – check our webpage for details.
Tau Sigma celebrates 12 new members. Tau Sigma members are
transfer students who earn a 3.5 or better in their first 12 credits at
Augusta University. Congratulations to all!
We are hiring for Fall 21 so please refer potential tutors to Handshake or contact asc@augusta.edu
for more information.
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